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Jerusalem

•

An underground passage is being planned in Jerusalemʹs Old City to link
the reconstructed Ohel Yitzhak synagogue in the Muslim Quarter with the
Western Wall tunnels. The passageway, which is being planned by the
Western Wall Heritage Foundation, will utilize existing spaces created by
archaeological excavations beneath the Muslim Quarter. The foundation
plans to open an educational institute and museum at the site. Haaretz
(Nov 3, 2007).

•

The Israeli authorities continued demolishing the Othmanian historical
fence in Suleiman pools area near the New Gate in Jerusalem city. Wafa
(Nov 6, 2007).
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•

The Israeli Court of Jerusalem Municipality agreed on postponing the
demolition of Farid Jaber house in Wad El Joz neighborhood in Jerusalem
to the next year according to the appeal handed by the lawyer. Quds (Nov
9, 2007).

•

The Israeli Central Court issued an order to evacuate the five families of
Salah El Din in Beit Safafa south of Jerusalem city from their house,
claming that the house is owned by the Israeli settlers. Quds (Nov 9, 2007).

•

30 Palestinian Bedouins in Al Jib village, northwest of Jerusalem city are to
be expelled from their land in order to make way for the construction of
the Israeli Segregation wall and the expansion of Israeli settlements in the
nearby as Israeli bulldozers and other construction vehicles started
working within meters of the Bedouinsʹ tents in the area. Maʹan news
(Nov 13, 2007).

•

The Israeli Occupation forces broke into the house of Daoud Fahed Al
Mashahiri in Jabal Al Mukabbir south of Jerusalem city detained family
members in one room and carried out an intensive house search. Wafa
(Nov 13, 2007).

•

The Israeli Knesset (Parliament) gave preliminary approval to a bill that
would seize East Jerusalem, in violation to international law and UN
resolutions, and make it part of . Before being passed into law, the
proposed bill must be approved by a parliamentary committee and go to
three more votes, a process that could take months. IMECE (Nov 15, 2007).

•

The Israeli Authorities commenced the construction of Road number 45
east of Jerusalem city. The road will be designated for the use of Israelis
and Palestinians but will be separated from the middle by a 5‐ meters high
wall. Upon the completion of its construction, the road will restrict the
Palestinian entry to Jerusalem . Haaretz & Arabs48 (Nov 19, 2007).

•

The Israeli Mayor of Jerusalem Municipality announced new plan
(Marshal Plan) to develop Eastern Jerusalem neighborhoods which will
cost NIS 200 millions. Quds (Nov 22, 2007) .
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•

Israeli colonial companies are trying to take over 70 dunums of lands
owned by Rashid Bin Rat’an Rweidan in ‘Anata area near Pisgat Zeev
settlement. Quds (Nov 22, 2007).

•

The Israeli Forces closed all main entrances around Al Ram town and
Qalandiya checkpoint north of Jerusalem city and hindered Palestinian
access between Jerusalem ‐ Al Ram and Ramallah‐ Al Bireh. Wafa (Nov
25, 2007).

•

The Israeli bulldozers started new military excavations in Silwan area
heading north and then to the beneath of Al Aqsa Mosque in order to
open a gate from the Walling Wall area to Al Aqsa Mosque in an attempt
to ease the movement of Israeli settlers into the Mosque. Quds (Nov 26,
2007).

•

The Israeli reconciliation Court gave the order to demolish the walls that
surrounds the Palestinian houses located near the threatened house of
Majed Abu ‘Esha in Beit Hanina neighborhood for being an obstacle of not
being able to demolish the house. Quds (Nov 26, 2007).

•

The IOF staged into Shu’fat refugee camp north of Jerusalem city and
searched Palestinian houses after forcing all dwellers to evacuate them
under the threat of weapons. Wafa (Nov 27, 2007).

Ramallah
•

A group of Israeli settlers attacked the house of Hani Nabhan Abu Qare3ʹ
from Al Mazraʹa Al Qiblyeh, threw stones at his house and set fire into his
Olive Trees. The attack caused a state of fear among residents of the
house. Al Quds (Nov 15, 2007).

•

The Israeli Occupation Forces set up a temporary checkpoint at the main
road leading to Al Shurfah area and obstructed the movement of
Palestinians on this road. Wafa (Nov 16, 2007).
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Hebron
•

The Israeli settlers of Kharisena and Qiryat Arbaʹ settlements aggressed on
the house of ʹAbed El Karim Al Jaʹbary causing sever loses. Maan news
(Nov 3, 2007).

•

The Israeli Army caused sever damages to the house of Munther Daʹna
near Qiryat Arbaʹ settlement after being occupied for three days and
turned into military post. In addition the IOF took over the houses of
Munther Ahmad Jaber and Khalawi Al Jaʹbary turning them into military
posts too. Wafa (Nov 4, 2007).

•

The Israeli Forces erected two temporary checkpoints in Al Tabaqa area
and on the entrance of Al Fuar refugee camp and detained residents for
hours. Wafa (Nov 7, 2007).

•

The IOF moved into Dura town, southwest of Hebron, raided and
searched a house belonging to the family of Mohammed Majed ‘Amru.
PCHRGAZA (Nov 8, 2007).

•

The Israeli Occupation Forces manning Etzion checkpoint north of Hebron
city hindered hundreds of Palestinian residents from passing through the
checkpoint to their destinations. Wafa (Nov 11, 2007).

•

The Israeli Occupation Forces stormed the house of Ghazi Ismaiʹel Al
Shawamreh from Dura town southwest of Hebron city under the pretext
of searching for forbidden materials. Wafa (Nov 13, 2007).

•

The Israeli troops surrounded the house of Saʹd Al Dein Shahin in Al
Shiekh neighborhood in Hebron city, detained family members and
carried out an intensive search operation. The IOF destroyed internal
doors and caused damages to the furniture. It is worth mentioning that
this is the third time that the IOF storm the house in two weeks time.
Wafa (Nov 14, 2007).

•

The IOF set up a temporary checkpoint at An Nabi Musa area north of
Halhul town north of Heron City and obstructed the movement of tens of
Palestinian Vehicles for long hours. Wafa (Nov 19, 2007).
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•

The Israeli State persecutor has informed the Israeli Supreme Court that it
has issued evacuation papers to the Jewish families that have been
occupying the four‐storey building of Fayez Al Rujby in Wadi Al Nasara
which overlooks the road leading from Qiryat Arba’ to the Machpela Cave
as results of investigations showed that the Jews did not purchase the
building settlers occupied by the settlers since March 29, 2007. Peace now
& Jpost (Nov 19, 2007).

•

The IOF staged into Hebron Old City and broke into the houses of Naser
Ghalameh and Abdel Rahman Al Hirbawi, took over the houses for
several hours and turned them into military posts. The houses are located
in Al Laban and Al ʹAqaba markets in the Old City. Wafa (Nov 19, 2007).

•

The Israeli settlers of Beit Hadasha southeast of Qurtuba town aggressed
on Qurtuba Elementary Female School, caused loses and damages and
tried to set fire into the place. Wafa (Nov 25, 2007).

•

The Israeli Civil Administration handed 11 families of ‘Arab El Hathalin
east of Yatta town military warnings to evacuate the area in order to
expand the nearby settlement of Karmel. Wafa (Nov 27, 2007).

•

The Israeli settlers aggressed on the lands of Muhammad Ratib Abu
Haykal in the old city of Hebron and destroyed the water pipes. Wafa
(Nov 28, 2007).

Tulkarem
•

The Israeli Occupation troops set up a temporary checkpoint on the road
linking ʹIllar village north of Tulkarem with Kafr Raʹi south west of Jenin
city. In addition, raided a house belonging to Shadeed Saif Al‐Din
Shadeed and transformed it into a military site. Wafa (Nov 14, 2007).

•

The IOF moved into Artah suburb, south of Tulkarm city and raided the
house of Mos’ab Mustafa Abu Al‐Teen. PCHRGAZA (Nov 8, 2007).

•

The IOF closed Enab military checkpoint east of Tulkarm city and
detained Palestinians hiding to their destinations for hours. In addition
the Israeli Forces also erected two temporary checkpoints on the main
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entrances of Beit Lid and Ramin towns east of the city. Maan news (Nov
21, 2007).

Nablus

•

The IOF moved into Balata refugee camp, east of Nablus city and besieged
the house of Hani Mohammed Ka’ba. The IOF forced residents of the
house to evacuate it under the threat of weapons and destroyed the first
floor of the house, rendering the upper floors uninhabitable. PCHRGAZA
& Quds (Nov 7, 2007).

•

The Israeli Occupation Forces closed Zaʹtara checkpoint south of Nablus
City and hindered Palestinian residents from passing through. Wafa (Nov
11, 2007).

•

The Israeli Occupation forces broke into the house of Mr. Muhammad
Yousif Nabhani in Balata Refugee Camp east of Nablus city and caused
damages to the properties inside the house. The IOF also broke into
ʹAbbad Al Rahman Mosque in the camp and the UNRWA clinic and
destroyed the door entrances in addition to destroying other facilities
inside the clinic. Al Quds (Nov 12, 2007).

•

Israeli forces have installed wire caging material at Huwwara checkpoint,
south of Nablus creating a ‘checkpoint within a checkpoint’ that has
doubled the waiting time for Palestinians trying to pass through. Over 300
Palestinians were made to wait for some three hours or more to pass
through the checkpoint. IMEMC (Nov 13, 2007).

•

The Israeli Occupation Forces incurred into ʹEin Beit Al Maʹ camp west of
Nablus city and broke into Al Shareef Building and carried out an
intensive search inside the building. Wafa (Nov 14, 2007).

•

A group of settlers had set fire to olive groves belonging to the village of
Deir Al Hatab and burned almost 50 Olive trees. The Israeli soldiers
prevented the local fire fighting vehicles from reaching the village and
that residents were forced to put off the fire themselves. IMEMC (Nov 15,
2007).
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•

The Israeli Police evacuated 12 Israeli settlers from the illegal outpost of
Har Hefi close to Allon Moreh settlement in Nablus city. The outpostʹs site
was occupied by Israeli settlers last September. The Israeli Police also
evacuated another indiscriminate outpost close to Kedumim settlement on
the 4th of November 2007. Al Quds (Nov 16, 2007).

•

Israeli soldiers manning Huwwara checkpoint, located south of Nablus
city, closed the checkpoint and barred residents from crossing. Palestinian
Residents were forced to wait for long hours before they were denied
access to their destinations through the checkpoint. . IMECE & Wafa (Nov
17, 2007).

•

The Israeli settlers aggressed on the Palestinian cars on Nablus‐ Ramallah
road causing severe loses. Among owners known was Hatim Qash. Wafa
(Nov 20, 2007).

•

The Israeli settlers of Itamar aggressed on the Palestinian shepherds while
grazing their sheep’s in ‘Aqruba town southeast of Nablus city. It is worth
pointing out that tens of sheep’s were died due to the poison sprayed on
the fields by the settlers in the area. Wafa (Nov 26, 2007).

•

The IOF closed Huwwara checkpoint south of Nablus city and hindered
Palestinian access to and out of the city. Wafa (Nov 27, 2007).

Salfit
•

The IOF closed the entrance of Qarawit Bani Hassan town with cement
blocks and hindered access to the towns of Biddya, Mas‐ha, Sarta, Rafat
and Deir Ballut west of Salfit city. Quds (Nov 2, 2007).

•

The Israeli bulldozers started demolishing Palestinian houses and shops
in Kafr Haris village west of Salfit, after serving the residents demolishing
orders some time ago. Israeli Forces besieged the shop of Abdallah
Muhammad Daoud, and forced him to evacuate his shop before
demolishing it. Not forgetting to mention that the house of Abdallah was
destroyed by the Israeli bulldozers in 1994. Maan news (Nov 13, 2007).

•

The IOF stormed the house of Ayyoub Sulaiman in Marda village north of
Salfit village, forced its residents to evacuate the house under the threat of
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weapons. The IOF enclosed all villagesʹ secondary entrances with earth
mounds and carried out a thorough inspection to residents entering the
village. Wafa (Nov 13, 2007).
•

A group of Israeli settlers from Peduel and Elei Zahav settlements
attacked the house of Hekmat Ismaʹil Abdel Rahman from Bruqin Village
west of Salfit city and caused a state of fear among its residents. The
settlers opened fire at the house and the animal sheds near his home
causing severe damages to the properties. Wafa (Nov 15, 2007).

Gaza
•

The Israeli bulldozers destroyed two Palestinian houses in Al‐Shouka
village, east of Rafah city. The first house is 150‐square‐meter and is
owned by Subhi Saleem Abu Jarad, in which 7 individuals used to live;
while the second house is 140‐square‐meter and is owned by Fawzi
Saleem Abu Jarad, in which 13 individuals used to live. PCHRGAZA
(Nov 1, 2007).

•

The Israeli bulldozers razed a green plastic and agricultural lands owned
by Abu Mugsub family in Wadi Al Salqa area in the middle of Gaza and
also demolished the three‐storey building of Al Kurd family. Wafa (Nov 7,
2007).

•

The Israeli bulldozers staged into the Bedouin village of Umm Al Naser
north of the Gaza Strip, razed vast areas of lands and roads and took over
the houses of Abu Ghazal and Abu Fariya families turning them into
military barracks. Wafa (Nov 8, 2007).

•

The IOF staged into Umm Al‐Nasser village, northeast of Beit Lahya in
the northern Gaza Strip, raided a number of houses and held their
residents in one room. The IOF aircrafts also shelled the site of a deserted
house belonging to Yasser Al‐Ramli, which had been already destroyed.
Some Infrastructure in the village was also destroyed. PCHRGAZA (Nov
8, 2007).

•

Due to the last Israeli incursion to Wadi Al Salqa area in the central Gaza
Strip, about three houses were completely demolished by the IOF and
belong to Muhammad Tawfiq Al Kurd, Nayfeh Abu Sha’ar and Ibrahim
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Tafish and four other houses were partially demolished. In addition, the
IO bulldozers razed more than 80 dunums of lands planted with Olives,
Citrus and Vegetables. PCHRGAZA & Wafa (Nov 8, 2007).
•

The Israeli bulldozers staged into Sharab area north of Beit Hanun city in
the northern Gaza Strip and razed vast areas of agricultural lands in the
Industrial part close to Erez crossing point. Wafa (Nov 14, 2007).

•

In one of its measures taken against the Gaza Strip, the Legal Counselor
at the Israeli Government agreed on the plan to minimize the electricity
share given to the Gaza Strip in the few coming days. This decision will
severely affect the daily lives of Palestinians in the Strip. Al Quds (Nov 16,
2007).

•

The IOF shelled on the house of Abu Jarad family near Beit Hanun
crossing point (Erez) north of Gaza Strip and completely destroyed it.
Wafa (Nov 26, 2007).

•

The Israeli Forces shelled on the agricultural department north of Beit
Hanun town and caused severe loses to the properties. In addition the
Israeli bulldozers razed vast areas of agricultural lands in the area. Wafa
(Nov 26, 2007).

•

The Israeli Forces dynamited six Palestinian factories of plastic, iron and
fabric in the Industrial Zone in Beit Hanun (Erez) in the time the Israeli
bulldozers continued razing lands in order to construct new military
camp near ‘Ezbat Beit Hanun. Quds (Nov 27, 2007).

Jenin
•

The IOF surrounded the house of Tariq Abu Ghali in the eastern
neighborhood in Jenin city. Wafa (Nov 5, 2007).

•

The IOF staged into the Shqeer area in the western neighborhood in Kafr
Dan town west of Jenin city and took over the house of Fuad ‘Imair ‘Abed
and turned it into military post. Wafa (Nov 7, 2007).

•

Israeli Occupation forces invaded the city of Jenin in the northern West
Bank and fired at Palestinian homes. In Qabatyia, seven Israeli military
vehicles entered the western neighborhood storming several homes under
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the pretext of searching for ʹwantedʹ activists. The IOF also broke into the
city of in Jenin and fired gunshots at Palestinian homes. Maʹan news (Nov
11, 2007).
•

Israeli bulldozers guarded by Israeli troops destroyed the only artesian
well in ʹArbouna village east of Jenin city. The Israeli bulldozers also
destroyed another artesian well located at the main entrance of Deir Abu
Daʹeef Village east of Jenin city and filled it with dirt as to prevent
residents of the village from renovating it. Not forgetting to mention that
the two villages suffer from water shortage as both lack water networks.
Wafa (Nov 13, 2007).

•

Israeli forces ordered tens of Palestinian farmers near the northern West
Bank city of Jenin to evacuate their orchards, forbidding the owners from
using them. Israeli forces descended on fields located behind the Israeli
Segregation Wall near Bartaʹa village, and ordered them to leave the land.
Israeli troops also hindered Palestinian farmers from accessing their lands
in the future citing so‐called ʹsecurity considerationsʹ as a justification.
IMEMC (Nov 13, 2007).

•

Israeli helicopters dropped Israeli soldiers onto Palestinian farmlands near
Yaʹbad village west of Jenin city. Israeli soldiers trampled Palestinian
crops before disappearing in the Israeli settlement Mevo Dotan to the
south of the village. Maan news (Nov 14, 2007).

•

The Israeli Occupation troops set up three temporary checkpoints in
various areas in Jenin city north of the West Bank. The first was set up at
the eastern entrance to Kafr Raʹi village southwest of Jenin city; the second
was set up on the main road linking Jenin city and Qabatyia town south
while the third was set up in Al Sweitat area, at the eastern entrance of
Jenin city. As a result, vehicular and pedestrian movement was
obstructed. Wafa (Nov 14, 2007).

•

Israeli Occupation vehicles invaded Qabatyia town south of Jenin city
carrying out an inspection campaign to a number of houses near the
Salah Ad Din mosque under cover of heavy gunfire and sonic bombs. The
Israeli troops forced Palestinian residents to leave their homes and gather
in a mosque yard for interrogation. Maan news (Nov 15, 2007).
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•

The IOF took over a Palestinian house in Kafr Dan west of Jenin city and
turned it into a military post. The house belongs to Ibrahim Sobhi ʹAbed.
Wafa (Nov 19, 2007).

•

During an incursion to Kafr Dan village west of Jenin city, the Israeli
Occupation bulldozers hit an electricity generator in the village and
caused electricity cut in the village. Wafa (Nov 20, 2007).

•

The Israeli settlers aggressed on the Palestinian residents at Al Hamra
checkpoint and forced them to evacuate the area under the threat of
weapons. Quds (Nov 25, 2007).

•

The Israeli Army staged into Kfar Dan village west of Jenin city with the
eastern neighborhood and searched Palestinian houses, causing damages
to the properties. Wafa (Nov 27, 2007) .

Tubas
•

The Israeli Forces manning Tayaseer checkpoint hindered Palestinians
from accessing to the northern valleys. Wafa (Nov 7, 2007).

•

Israeli intensive military activities are taking place in Wad El Maleh area
east of Tubas governorates. Wafa (Nov 8, 2007).

•

The IOF broke into the city of Tubas in the northern West Bank and fired
gunshots at Palestinian houses causing some damages to the properties.
Israeli bulldozers accompany by the military troops closed the main road
linking Tubas city with Tayaseer village. Wafa (Nov 10, 2007).

•

The Israeli Army served residents of Al Kaʹabna in the Jordan Valley new
demolition orders. Al Kaʹabneh tribe is a home to 80 people who have
been displaced numerous times by Israeli authorities since being expelled
from their original homes 18 years ago for the construction of Israeli
settlements in the area where they live. 30 homes and animal enclosures
will be destroyed if the demolition takes place, and the lives and
education of 50 children will be severely disrupted yet again. IMECE (Nov
13, 2007).
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•

The Israeli occupation bulldozers destroyed the electricity and water
networks in Al Farʹa camp in Tubas city during an incursion to the camp
and caused damages to the properties. Wafa (Nov 20, 2007).

•

The Israeli Forces manning Tayseer checkpoint in the northern valleys
detained Palestinians who is willing to reach ‘Ein Al Baiyda and Bardala
villages and hindered their access. Wafa (Nov 26, 2007).

•

Extensive military activities done by the Israeli Army took place east of
Tubas, causing panic to the Palestinian residents living in the area of
Sou’ud wells. Wafa (Nov 27, 2007).

Jericho
•

The IOF notified the resident Najeh Odeh Ka’abneh in Al Jeftlik town
north of Jericho city of their intention to demolish his house under the
pretext of being built without licenses. Wafa (Nov 7, 2007).

Qalqiliya
•

The Israeli Army broke into the Palestinian Youth Center in ʹAzzun town
in Qalqiliya and caused sever damages and loses. Quds (Nov 4, 2007).

•

The Israeli Occupation Forces set up a temporary checkpoint at the eastern
Entrance of Qalqiliya city and hindered cars with yellow plates from
entering the city. The IOF also continued closing the northern entrance of
ʹAzzun village east of Qalqiliya city and hindered vehicular and
pedestrian movement into and out of the village. Wafa (Nov 13, 2007).

•

The IOF staged into the village of Immatin, east of Qalqiliya city, raided
and searched a house belonging to Amin Hasan Sawan. PCHRGAZA
(Nov 13, 2007).

•

The Israeli military jeeps and soldiers staged into Azzun High School yard
in Qalqiliya city.
The soldiers drove around the school grounds,
interrupting lessons and waving their guns at teachers and students. The
IOF caused a state of fear among students and staff as well. IMECE &
Maan news (Nov 18, 2007).
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•

Settlers of Kedumim refused to vacate a piece of land (55 dunums area)
which they occupied some time ago upon courtʹs order in Kafr Qaddum
village east of Qalqiliya city. The land belongs originally to resident
Badrieh Abdel Ghani ʹAmer. The settlers also prevented residents of Kafr
Qaddum from harvesting their Olive groves located close to the
settlement and are imposing severe restrictions on residents of the village
who are trying to access their lands. Quds & Wafa (Nov 18, 2007).

•

The Israeli bulldozers and troops demolished the under‐construction
house of Rabi Jaber in Nofel Hamlet southeast Qalqiliya city. The IOF
closed the road connecting Qalqiliya and Nablus Governorates and
hindered pedestrian movement on the road. Wafa (Nov 20, 2007).

•

The Israeli settlers closed the road parallel to Al Fandaq village in
Qalqiliya. Quds (Nov 21, 2007).

•

The Israeli settlers manning ‘Azun checkpoint and gate prevented
landowners from accessing seedlings and manure to their agricultural
lands behind the Segregation Wall path in Qalqiliya. Wafa (Nov 28,
2007).

Bethlehem:
•

The Israeli Forces demolished two under construction houses in Al
Furdies village southeast of Bethlehem city claiming that they were built
without proper licenses:

1‐ A 130‐square‐meter house belonging to Daoud Hamada Al‐Teneh;
2‐A 140‐square‐meter, 2‐storey house belonging to Nasser Mousa Al‐Teneh.
PCHRGAZA & Wafa (Nov 8, 2007).
•

The Israeli Minister of Tourism Isaac Herzog announced his willing to construct
new terminal between Bethlehem and Jerusalem cities in an attempt to ease the
access of the pilgrims to the city of Bethlehem. Quds (Nov 8, 2007).

•

The IOF moved into Beit Jala city north of Bethlehem, raided and searched
a house belonging to ‘Abdullah Mahmoud Sbaih. PCHRGAZA (Nov 9,
2007).
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•

The IOF moved into Al‐‘Azza refugee camp, north of Bethlehem city,
raided and searched a house belonging to the family of ‘Emad Ibrahim Al‐
Nashash. PCHRGAZA (Nov 9, 2007).

•

The Israeli bulldozers razed agricultural lands belonging to residents of Al
Maʹsara village south of Bethlehem city to erect a bypass road that will
lead to the Israeli settlement of Efrat located west of the Village. Ten
dunums of land were razed for this purpose. Wafa (Nov 11, 2007).

•

The Israeli forces staged into the Industrial zone in Beit Jala city north of
Bethlehem city and carried out an intensive search operation. Wafa (Nov
14, 2007).

•

The Israeli bulldozers staged into Khallet Al Samak west of Al Walajeh
village northwest of Bethlehem city, demolished a 60 meters square
poultry farm and razed a one kilometer road that links Khallet Al Samak
with the new school in the village. Wafa (Nov 18, 2007).

•

The Israeli bulldozers demolished a poultry farm and barracks in Al Jabʹa
village southwest of Bethlehem city owned by Muhammad and Munir
Ahmad Muhammad Al Tous. The 250 meters square was built 6 years ago
and is considered the only source of income to the two families and was
demolished under the pretext of not owning proper licensing documents.
The demolishing process caused losses also to the electricity, water and
telephone networks. Al Quds (Nov 20, 2007).

•

The IOF prevented Palestinian farmers in Beit Jala city from harvesting
their Olive trees in the area close to Gilo settlements for not having proper
permits to access the lands. Al Quds (Nov 20, 2007).

•

In a report issued by Maʹan development center showed that the
Segregation Wall penetrated deep inside Bethlehem governorate by 10
kilometers and swallowed more than 73 thousand dunums and put
almost 19 thousand Palestinians in enclaves. The report added that the
construction of the Segregation Wall at Rachelʹs Tomb area has caused a
complete paralysis to the area where 659 dunums where confiscated form
the northern Bethlehem city where the tomb and the border crossing are
located; in addition, the Israeli policies in the area have affected the
economical situation in the city where less number of tourists are visiting
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the area comparing to last years, and less number of stores are operating.
Al Quds (Nov 20, 2007).
•

The IOF broke into the house of Muhammad Al ʹAzza from Al ʹAzza
refuge camp, north of Bethlehem city, bombed the stairs leading to his
house and caused damaged to the properties and destroyed his car. Al
Quds (Nov 20, 2007).

•

The IOF handed military warnings to seven owners to stop constructing
their houses in Umm Rukba area in Al Khadr village south of Bethlehem
city under the pretext of being built without licenses and of being an
obstacle to the wall’s construction. Houses belong to: Mariam ‘Abed Salah
(110 m²), Kalthum Ahmad Salah (250 m²), Maha Nu’man Salah (550 m²),
Omar Saleh Salah, Barakat Tah Salah (100 m²) and Rizq ‘Abed El Karim
Salah (60 m²). In addition the IOF demolished water well owned by ‘Atta
Yousif Mahmud and notifed Ibrahim Muhammad Sbeih, Omar Mahmud
Sbeih and Badr ‘Ali Saleh of their intention to demolish their wells. Wafa
(Nov 21, 2007) .

Others
•

The Israeli settlers and for the forth time tried to construct the Shuvt ʹAmi
outpost near Kedumim settlement north of the West Bank. Quds (Nov 5,
2007).

•

The Israeli Ministry of Interior demolished two houses in the
unrecognized village of Beir AL Hamam in the Negev which belong to
Omar Jabr Abu ‘Asa and Salameh Hassan Abu ‘Asa. Wafa (Nov 7, 2007).

•

According to a report issued by the Israeli Peace now movement assured
that expansion activities are taking place in 34 Israeli outposts and in 88
settlements in the West Bank of which huge expansions are taken in Bittar
Illit, Giv’at Zeev and Ma’ale Adumim. Quds (Nov 8, 2007).

•

The Israeli Forces served demolition orders to 3 people from Um Al
Fahem town, 3 others in ʹAara village, in addition to Dar Al Hanoun
Village and Al Burj Park inside the 1949 Green Line area. Wafa (NOV 12,
2007).
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•

The Israeli Authorities demolished four houses in different areas inside
the 1948 lands. Two houses belong to Salameh Hassan An Nabari and
Sulaiman Salman Abu Judeh from the unrecognized village of Tal ʹArad,
The house of Musa Ad Daghaymeh east of the unrecognized village of
Kasiefah and the fourth house belongs to Salameh Abu Joudeh from the
unrecognized village of Al Zaʹroura. Wafa (Nov 15, 2007).

•

The Israeli bulldozers of the Israeli Ministry of Interior razed a 50 m²
portion of land of the road leading to the unrecognized village of Dar Al
Hanoun in Al Muthallath area inside the 1949 Lands, inside the Israeli
Border. It is worth mentioning that the destroyed portion of road poses
no danger or causes no harm to anyone. Wafa (Nov 15, 2007).

•

Israel will announce a freeze on settlement construction prior to the
Annapolis conference, and will also declare its willingness to dismantle
illegal West Bank settlement outposts. Haaretz (Nov 14, 2007).

•

In an article published by the Israeli daily newspaper Yedoʹot Ahronot
regarding the border crossings set between Israel and the Palestinian
Territory, 30 Border crossings exist between the West Bank and Israel, out
of which 11 are under construction and are going to be for the explicit use
of Palestinian, 13 borders are going to be for the explicit use of Israeli
settlers living in Settlements inside the West Bank; while the remaining six
borders are for trade purposes (trade passages). About 30 thousand
Palestinians and 700 trucks pass daily through these borders and the
number of Palestinians accessing the borders is expected to rise to 50
thousand once the construction of the borders is completed. The cost of
constructing these 30 crossings is expected to reach 2 Milliard NIS. Al
Quds (Nov 16, 2007).

•

A report Issued by Machsom Watch showed that only two of the 24
roadblocks Israel removed recently were in fact removed; many never
existed to begin with. The report contradicts the Israeli Defense Minister
Ehud Barak declarations to the U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice
that Israel had removed 24 West Bank roadblocks in order to ease mobility
for ordinary Palestinians. However, the report concludes the following:

1. While the army reported removing 11 dirt roadblocks around Hebron,
most of them never existed to begin with.
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2.

Three dirt roadblocks near Salfit also never existed; the same is true of
two roadblocks between Al‐Abed and Anabta, near Tulkarem.
3. The checkpoint near Herodion, which was also on the list, was actually
removed two years ago.
4. At the Jit Junction near Kedumim, two roadblocks were supposedly
removed to allow pedestrian (but not vehicular) traffic through the
junction pedestrian traffic is still not being permitted. Haaretz (Nov 17,
2007).
•

In a report issued by the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs, only 18 percent of some 30,000 West Bank farmers who used to
work in the lands cut off by Israelʹs Segregation Wall now have Israeli
permits to access their fields. The report by looked at 15 communities with
about 10,000 residents trapped between the fence and Israel, and at 52
communities with 220,000 residents on the Palestinian side of the divider.
Those villages in enclave require permanent residency permits, while
those on the east side of the wall need Israeli‐issued visitors permit to
reach lands or visit family in the enclosed communities. The report also
showed that Sixty‐seven gates are built into the 200 kilometer stretch of
wall. Of those, 19 are open daily to those with permits, but are closed at
night, while another 19 are open during special harvest seasons, or
weekly. Haaretz (Nov 17, 2007).

•

Anglo Saxson real Estate offered homes for sale in Several Israeli
Settlements in the West Bank in an exposition in London. The expo
entitled ʺThe Israeli Property Exibitionʺ featured real estate property from
various parts of Isral including the illegal Israeli settlements in the West
Bank. The company listed 67 new residential housing units in Maʹale
Adumim and 6 in Meccabim for sale. This exposition is the second of its
kind in a two months period as another exposition was held last month in
North London at Finchley Synagogue during which properties in Israeli
settlements in the West Bank were also offered for sale. IMECE (Nov 17,
2007).

•

Israeli Prime Minister Ehud announced to freeze all settlement
construction and remove dozens of unauthorized settlement outposts
built since 2001. Haaretz (Nov 19, 2007).
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•

The Israeli authorities handed out residents of Al Rashaydeh tribe in
Fasayel Area in the Jordan Valley 3 orders to ten families to evacuate their
barracks and barns and demolish them under the pretext that the lands
they occupy are state lands. It is worth mentioning that the families who
received military orders own more than 1500 sheep and are considered
the only source of income to these families. Al Quds (Nov 20, 2007).

•

In a report issued by the Jerusalem center for legal assistance showed that
the Israeli authorities are escalating their actions against the Bedouins in
the West Bank, starting from Zanuta Hamlet near Yatta town south of
Hebron city, Al Sarayʹa tribe in Abu City and Ar Rashayda tribe in Fasayel
area in the Jordan Valley. The three communities are a home to almost
1500 people and received tens of demolishing orders for their tens and
barracks. Al Quds (Nov 20, 2007).

•

Just hours after announcing to the international community that Israel
was committed to the ʹRoadmap Planʹ for peace and would agree to freeze
settlement activity on occupied Palestinian land, Israeli Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert made his Cabinet a very different promise in which he
wouldnʹt stifle settlement activities indicating that he does not see a freeze
on settlement activity as part of Israelʹs obligations under the Road Map
plan. IMECE (Nov 20, 2007).

•

In the settlement of Efrat , right‐ wing actvists pressed on with their plans
to build eight outposts over the upcoming Hanukka holiday in December,
one for each of the day festival. They also plan to strengthen two outposts
outside of Kedumim and alon Moreh. In addition, the activists plan to set
out for three new sites outside of Kocahv Hashahar, Beit El and in the
contested E1 area in Ma’aleh Adumim. Jpost (Nov 20, 2007).

•

The Israeli bulldozers demolished a house in Wadi Al Naskh area near
‘Abda south of the Negev under the pretext of being unlicensed and
forced another two owners to demolish their houses by their hands for the
same purpose. The three houses were owned by Al Remakh family. Wafa
(Nov 21, 2007)
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Land
Houses
Land
Threatened
Uprooted
House
threatened
Governorate Confiscated
of
Trees Demolished
to be
(Dunums) Confiscation
demolished
(Dunums)
Bethlehem

10

0

0

2

7

Jerusalem

0

70

0

0

1

Jenin

0

0

0

0

0

Tulkarem

0

0

0

0

0

Ramallah

0

0

0

0

0

Nablus

0

0

50

1

0

Salfit

0

0

0

0

0

Jericho

0

0

0

0

1

Gaza

80

0

1215

9

0

Qalqilyiah

0

0

0

1

0

Hebron

0

0

0

0

11

Tubas

0

0

0

0

30

Total

90

70

1265

13

50

